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Abstract: Reversal ventilation is one of prevention methods against fire hazard in underground
mines, but it is not recommended for the mines where methane is present. The authors introduce
the new method of reversal and by conducting numerical simulations they prove that it allows to
keep methane at the acceptable level during miners escape. However, it requires connection between
the subnetworks of the main ventilation fans. It was also shown, that by using the method some
escape routes will be shortened. It is possible to apply this method in the mines where the fans and
stoppings are fully controlled across the full range of their operating parameters. The findings are
important for underground mines, as well as for surface facilities where air control or smoke control
is managed by two or more fans.

Keywords: fire hazard; underground fires; mine ventilation network; reversal ventilation

1. Introduction

An outbreak of fire in an underground mine poses major health and safety risks and results
in significant material losses related to damage or destruction of machinery and devices, as well as
due to the interruption of the mining process. Fires may even persist for months in circumstances
where the fire outbreak is of a specific kind and isolated [1,2]. The process of combustion related
to the fires, besides generating heat [3,4], causes the production of combustion products (including
carbon monoxide and sulphur dioxide)—gases that are poisonous for a human [4–9]—as well as
those that are explosive (methane, hydrogen) [10]. Additionally, the gases produced cause a decrease
of oxygen concentration in the mine atmosphere. Due to the above reasons, underground workers
should be evacuated by means of the shortest possible route containing a smoke-free air current.
There are number of research into this matter for instance [11,12]. Most often, workers retreat through
excavations through which smoke and fire gas flow out [9,13]. Sometimes the escape route may be
very long. Studies on evacuation in an underground fire emergency were carried out by Adijski et al.
and Guangwei [14,15]. In such cases, underground self-rescuer replacement stations are applied.
In the case of a fire in fresh air current groups, the time taken to pass through smoke-affected mine
workings may be decreased significantly by means of reverse ventilation. Among other methods,
reverse ventilation may be obtained via the reverse operation of the main fan/fans. The result of such
operation of the main fan is a change in the airflow direction in the mine working containing the fire
outbreak [16]. In such cases, gases and smoke will also flow in the direction opposite to that prior to
the reversal of the ventilation.
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The fire in a longwall under a methane hazard is significantly dangerous [17]. Rosiek [18] stated
that according to methane hazard reverse ventilation in an underground coal mine is hazardous.
The authors pointed out that reverse operation can change potential values in a longwall what may lead
to increased methane emissions to an excavation. Thus, methane concentration can not be predicted.
The same thesis was pointed out by [19].

Therefore, there was a need to find a safe solution for such a case. Nowadays studies on mine
ventilation network are being conducted into different aspects: field measurements and numerical
evaluation [20,21], optimization of mine ventilation fan speeds [22], improving of present network
methods [23,24] and risk estimation for automated ventilation systems [25]. The studies do not include
reversal ventilation network analysis when gas hazard is present.

To solve the problem, in this article, there is an analysis of ventilation networks in which diagonal
currents exist. It is possible to achieve a reversed direction of airflow, gases and smoke by controlling
the ventilation stoppings. Such reverse ventilation is referred to as local reversion.

As mentioned above, the feasibility and advisability of reverse ventilation depends not only on
ventilation hazards, but also on the structure of the mine ventilation network [19,26].

The existence of dependent air currents connecting the subnetworks of the main fans facilitates a
specific means of reversing the ventilation. This method consists of adjusting the operating points of
the main fans and a remote and smooth control of stoppings located at the intake of the ventilation
regions [27]. The reverse operation of the main fans is not necessary in this case. The resultant reverse
ventilation enables a reduction in the passage time for miners moving through mine workings that are
smoke-affected and filled with gases. Taking into consideration the methane hazard, it is advantageous
to maintain an unchanged airflow in the ventilation regions, including longwall areas. Thus, it is useful
and necessary to maintain an automatic anemometry system. Anemometric control allows operators
to verify whether manoeuvring the regulating stoppings and fan operating points has resulted in the
intended effect. It should be noted that in contrast to the ventilation reversion methods described
earlier, the current of air flowing through the fire location is not reversed.

The paper presents the results of calculations of air distribution in mine ventilation networks,
taking into account the effects of a reverse ventilation that depends on the presence of a ventilation
branch (or branches) connecting the subnetworks of the main ventilation fans. Two cases have been
analysed to prove that there is a method for safe reverse ventilation in an underground mine, even
when methane hazard is present.

1.1. Fire Hazard in Underground Mining

The number of fires in Polish underground mines in the years 2014–2018 reached 57 [28]. The vast
majority of the fires occurred in coal mines, in which 45 fires were noted, and in copper mines—10 fires.
Additionally, in the period in question, there was one fire in a salt mine and one fire in a zinc/lead mine.

In coal mines, endogenous fires were predominant—29 fires, as compared to 16 exogenous
fires [28]. The endogenous fires were often located in the longwall areas—19 fires fell into this category.

In copper mines, 100% of the fires were exogenous and attributable to mechanical causes in 90%
of the cases.

In the years 2014–2018, a total of 1718 miners were evacuated from zones containing smoke [28].
According to information provided by the State Mining Authority, 16 fires occurred in 2018, 3 of

which were located at the surface. In hard coal mines, the number of fires reached 13, of which 8
were endogenous and 5 were exogenous. 3 fires were also noted in copper mines—all of which were
exogenous [28].

According to Conti [29], Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) statistics indicate that
137 fires (fires reported to MSHA) occurred in underground coal and metal/non-metal mines from
1991 to 2000 in the United States, resulting in 2 fatalities and 34 injuries (these statistics also include
the Willow Creek Mine fire and explosion). A significantly higher number of unreported fires are
believed to have occurred. Friction fires are the most common category of underground coal mine
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fires. In underground metal/non-metal mines, mobile equipment fires are the leading category of fires,
following by cutting and welding and the ‘other’ category.

Considering the spontaneous combustion of coal, according to Singh [30] in the Indian coal region
of Jharia Coalfield (JCF) about 1864 million tonnes of coal is lying blocked in about 65 fires. In China,
the world’s biggest coal producer with an annual output of around 2.5 billion tons, coal fires are a
dangerous problem. It has been calculated that some 10–20 million tons of coal is lost annually due to
coal fires.

In Indonesia, inferring the data for the regions of Kalimantan and Sumatra underlain by known
coal deposits, it was estimated that more than 250,000 coal seam fires have occurred in Indonesia
since 1998.

1.2. Reversal of Ventilation

As Ray stated [31], reversal of the main ventilation is one of the important means of isolating a
fire during emergency situations. The following two reversal types may be distinguished:

• complete reversal—in this case the direction of airflow is changed in all underground workings,
• local reversal—the change only encompasses a part of the workings.
• The reversal may be achieved using several methods:
• change of the rotor rotation direction (only in the case of axial fans allowing for flow reversal) [1],
• the use of a reversal channel and reversion gates (in the case of both axial and radial fans) [1],
• placing special reversal fans set to suction, allowing for flow reversion in downcast shafts—in

normal ventilation these fans are turned off,
• placing special reversal fans set to pumping, allowing for flow reversion in upcast shafts—in

normal ventilation theses fans are turned off,
• supplying water to upcast shafts,
• use of stoppings, airlocks and air crossings to achieve local reversion in areas of exploitation.

Different authors [19,20] reported that the first two methods are time consuming.
It should be added that changes in the directions of the airflow in workings are not achieved

immediately after the ventilation procedure (the change of main ventilation fan rotor rotation direction
or manipulating the reversing gates), but that they require a certain time to occur in all of the workings.
The time required for the changes to occur is strongly dependent on the size and structure of the mine
ventilation network. For instance, due to the above, the time limit of 20 min, which is required in
Polish law stipulated in §158, subSection 2 of the Regulation [32] for achieving reverse ventilation
in underground workings, may be exceeded. An additional hazard, especially significant in mines
with a high (or very high) methane hazard, is constituted by the transition period during the process
of ventilation reversal, during which the flow of air in the mine workings is very low. This reduced
airflow may cause increased methane concentrations in the workings, potentially reaching explosive
values, and thus contributing to the risk posed to human life [33]. It is important that the volumes of
air flowing in mine workings in which humans are present should not vary unduly.

1.3. Analysis of the Structure of a Mining Ventilation Network

In the literature [19], a division of ventilation networks into 3 groups has been proposed:

• Group 1—simple networks—networks with a single downcast shaft and a single upcast shaft
(Figure 1a),

• Group 2—complex networks—networks with a larger number of peripheral upcast shafts and a
larger number of centrally positioned downcast shafts (Figure 1b). By introducing stoppings in
single headings, these networks may be classified in the 1st group,
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• Group 3—highly complex networks—downcast shafts located in various parts of mines and with a
large number of peripheral and central upcast shafts (Figure 1c). These networks are predominant
in Polish mining.

Figure 1. Canonical diagrams of ventilation networks with (a) simple structures, (b) complex structures
and (c) highly complex structures [19].

The effects of the reversal performed in a single main fan station differ widely for each type of
ventilation network. The highest range of reversion is achieved in mines with Group 1 networks (air
currents in all workings are reversed), while the lowest range is achieved in the Group 3 networks.

The division of ventilation networks based on the number of main ventilation fans and the
presence of dependent currents may be found the literature [34].

In mines with a single downcast shaft and a single return shaft, the reversed fan operation leads
to a complete reversal of airflow. In networks with a higher number of upcast shafts, on the other
hand, in order to achieve a reversed direction of airflow in all workings it is necessary to reverse the
operation of all the main ventilation fans. Such actions have never been applied in the mining industry.
The reversed operation of a single fan station in Group 3 networks does not have to cause—due to the
operation of the remaining main ventilation fans—the reversal of the direction of airflow in any of the
downcast shafts. In the event of a fire in a downcast shaft, the reverse ventilation of a single fan station
may thus be inefficient or even increase the size of the zone directly under the influence of smoke.

The presence of diagonal currents is a significant feature of all actual ventilation networks in
Polish underground mines. One of the properties of branches with such air currents is the ability to
achieve reversed airflow direction [35]. Such a reversal may be achieved by changing the aerodynamic
resistance of the neighbouring branches, as well as—in certain cases—by making adjustments to the
operating point of the main ventilation fans.

Dependent currents are a special type of diagonal current. They may occur in intake air or in
return air. The currents are characterized as linking intake and return air currents. Additionally,
currents connecting subnetworks of the main ventilation fans may be distinguished among dependent
currents. These currents allow for the return air to be redirected between the main fans. This may be
advisable due to the energy costs of the mine, namely the decrease in costs related to the operation of
the main ventilation fans. The effects are achieved by regulating the fan operation parameters, e.g.,
by changing the rotational speed of the rotors or by changing the inclination angle of the fan vanes.

The main part of this paper presents an analysis of the effects of reverse ventilation that has
been conducted for two ventilation networks, different in terms of the presence (or absence) of the
branch connecting the subnetwork of the main ventilation fans, and partial reversal (or the magnitude
of partial reversal) is dependent on whether you have a branch connecting the subnetwork of the
main fans.

The presented examples are based on results of numerical calculations performed by using a
software package known as “WK-RP”, which enables the air distribution in a ventilation network
to be determined. The advisability of carrying out such calculations has been mentioned by
W. Dziurzyński [36].
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Methodology

To introduce the solution for safe reversal ventilation under methane hazard two methods were
analysed:

• method 1—change of a one main fan’s work from exhaust to forcing (chapter 3.1)—known method,
without a branch connecting sub-networks of the main ventilation fans

• method 2—modification of following parameters: working points of main fans (constant exhaust
mode) and resistance of local stoppings (chapter 3.2)—a brand new method, with a branch
connecting sub-networks of the main ventilation fans.

In order to compare the results, both examples include the case when the is no reversal ventilation.
The results allow to determine gas concentration, smoke presence as well as aerodynamic potentials

for the nodes. When aerodynamic potential between two nodes in a section is kept at the same level,
no additional methane emissions is expected [1].

Smoke presence allowed to determine the shortest escape route for the miners. The time of their
movement is estimated on the basis of the following research [11,12]

2.2. Tools and Software

An iterative Hardy Cross method was implemented to compute the airflow in the ventilation
network. In order to solve this, the “WK-RP” software (co-authored by employees of the Silesian
University of Technology) was applied.

Required input parameters are as follows: structure of a ventilation net by determination of start
and end node of a branch, aerodynamic resistance of a branch given in kg/m7, fan’s characteristic curve
by giving its approximation coefficients.

Output parameters are:

• airflow rate in particular excavations, m3/min or m3/s,
• pressure loss (dissipation), Pa,
• total fan head (Pa) and their airflow rate, m3/min,
• methane rate, m3/min,
• aerodynamic potentials in the nodes, Pa,
• smoke presence.

Gas concentration can be determined knowing an airflow rate and methane rate.
The program “WK-RP” solves following equations

• Equations for nodes of the net (I Kirchoff’s law):

m∑
i=1

s ji ·Vi = 0; j = 1, 2, ..., n − 1 (1)

• Equations for cycles (II Kirchoff’s law):

m∑
i=1

cki · (Wi −Hi) = 0; k = 1, 2, ..., (2)

where:

Vi—volume flow of i air stream,
Wi—energy dissipation of i branch (pressure loss),
Hi—head of i fan, natural draught or fire draught,
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m—number of branches in the net,
n—number of nodes in the net,
sji—an element of a matrix of node-branch incidence having a value: −1 when air flowing to i branch
comes from j node, 1 when air from i branch flows to j node, 0 when there is no incidence between i
branch and j node.

Row of sji matrix is n-1

cki—and element of cycle-branch matrix having a value: −1 when orientation of i branch is not the
same as the orientation assumed for the entire k cycle, 1 when orientation of i branch is accordant to the
orientation assumed for the entire k cycle, 0 when there is no incidence between i branch and k cycle.

Row of cki matrix is ν = m-n + 1.

2.3. Assumptions and Simplifications

When calculating the airflow, it was assumed that the decrease in air pressure is directly
proportional to the square of the airflow rate in the branch and that the airflow is one-dimensional
along the excavation line. Calculations were carried out for steady states.

The ventilation networks for which the calculations were performed are simplified real ventilation
nets of an underground Polish coal mine. Following simplifications were made: mining region was
given as a single branch, parallel branches or branches connected in raw were given as a single branch,
shaft bottoms were simplified. The ventilation network consists of two upcast shafts. There are two
stations of main fans working under exhaust mode. This is a typical solution for underground mines.
The simplifications assumed allowed for easier analysis of the issue, while not significantly affecting
the results.

Methane emissions were assumed on the basis of in situ measurements [1]. The amount of
methane emissions assumed is typical for Polish underground mines.

3. Examples of Calculations of Reverse Air Distribution—Results and Discussion

The analysis of different methods of reversal ventilation is presented in the following subchapters.
It includes the aim, description, the results discussion and advantages and disadvantages of the case.
Section 3.1 is referred to the ventilation network without a branch connecting sub-networks of the
main ventilation fans. Section 3.2 is referred to the ventilation network with a branch connecting
subnetworks of the main ventilation fans.

3.1. Ventilation Network without a Branch Connecting Sub-Networks of the Main Ventilation Fans

3.1.1. Description, Aim and the Results

This example consists of an analysis of the ventilation network of a mine referred to as ‘mine
A’ (the canonical diagram of the network is shown in Figure 2). The air flows into the mine through
two downcast shafts (marked 1–3 and 2–4, based on the branch numbers), and it flows out through
two peripheral upcast shafts (branches 22–23 and 24–25). The ventilation network compromises
5 exploitation areas: A, B, C, D and E (branches 11–21, 12–21, 15–17, 16–19 and 13–18) and a functional
chamber (in branch 14–17). Among the branches, one may distinguish branches with intake air
dependent currents (e.g., branches 7–8, 3–5 and 4–5) and a branch with a dependent current of return
air (branch 18–19). The network does not contain branches connecting the subnetworks of the main
ventilation fans.
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Figure 2. Canonical scheme of mine A (own work).

In the network, it is not possible to clearly distinguish the subnetwork of the W1 fan and the
subnetwork of the W2 fan. Due to this, the network may be classified as a Group 3 network—very
complex in terms of ventilation reversal. In the event of a fire fresh air current in branch 3–6,
the exploitation areas A, B and E will be situated in a smoke-affected zone. The dotted line represents
the atmosphere.

Determination of methane emissions rate and time of escape were the aims of simulations. Fire
was set up in a fresh air current. The simulations were undertaken for two cases: reversal and lack of
reversal. Reversal ventilation was achieved by turning exhaust into forcing mode of W1 fan.

Methane emissions rate to particular mining sections: A, B, C, D and E were as follows: 14 m3

CH4/min, 13 m3 CH4/min, 11 m3 CH4/min, 6.5 m3 CH4/min and 15 m3 CH4/min.
Table 1 presents time of evacuation. They were determined on the basis of length of the excavations

and average velocity of movement [11,12].

Table 1. Time of miners movement in A mine (own work).

Start node 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 6 7 7 8 9 9 10
End node 3 4 5 6 5 9 8 7 11 8 10 14 15 16 12

Time of movement (min) 10 12 4 33 6 15 15 18 12 41 6 25 10 10 10

Start node 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 18 19 20 21 22 24
End node 13 21 21 18 17 17 19 18 19 20 20 24 22 23 25

Time of movement (min) 17 51 48 36 8 45 50 10 5 11 8 62 75 1 1

The difference of aerodynamic potentials in a section was also checked. The difference at the same
level means that increased methane emissions is not expected.

Table 2 presents the results of the air and methane rate distribution calculations in a normal
situation and in case of reversing the operation of the W1 fan, performed after a fire outbreak in
branch 3–6.
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Table 2. Comparison of air and methane distribution in the ventilation network of mine A in the case of normal and reverse ventilation (own work).

Start Node End Node

Airflow and Methane
Rate in Case of Normal

Ventilation
(m3/min)

Difference of
Aerodynamic

Potentials—No Reversal
(Pa)

Airflow and Methane
Ratein Case of Reverse

Ventilation
(m3/min)

Difference of
Aerodynamic

Potentials—Reversal(Pa)

Differences in
Airflow Rate

(m3/min)
Remarks

22 23 2755,04 (27,0) +2713 −3299,55 (0) −2642 −6054,59 Reverse fan operation
24 25 3810,50 (32,5) +2453 4228,40 (48,6) 2162 417,9 Normal fan operation
1 3 3433,75 (0) −328 −1259,19 (10,8) +44 −4692,94 Reversion of air current
2 4 3131,79 (0) −327 2188,05 (0) −159 −943,74
3 6 2436,41 (0) −659 −1345,60 (11,5) +201 −3782,01 Reversion of air current
3 5 997,34 (0) −41 86,41 (0,7) −207 −910,93
4 5 777,93 (0) −42 233,04 (0) −4 −544,89
4 9 2353,86 (0) −616 1955,01 (0) −425 −398,85
5 8 1775,27 (0) −315 319,45 (0,7) −10 −1455,82
6 7 1022,15 (0) −64 287,07 (2,5) −5 −735,08
6 11 1414,26 (0) −277 −1632,66 (14,0) +370 −3046,92 Reversion of air current
8 7 1373,48 (0) −367 86,30 (0,7) −414 −1287,18
7 10 2395,63 (0) −40 200,77 (1,8) −1 −2194,86
8 14 401,78 (0) −610 405,75 (1,4) −622 3,97
9 15 1055,82 (0) 0 833,94 (0) 0 −221,88
9 16 1298,04 (0) −175 1121,07 (0) −131 −176,97
10 12 1340,78 (0) −125 −1666,88 (13,0) +193 −3007,66 Reversion of air current
10 13 1054,85 (0) −124 1867,65 (14,8) −388 812,8
11 21 1414,26 (14,0) −500 −1632,66 (14,0) +666 −3046,92 Reversion of air current
12 21 1340,78 (13,0) −549 −1666,88 (13,0) +848 −3007,66 Reversion of air current
13 18 1054,85 (15,0) −247 1867,65 (29,8) −775 812,8
14 17 401,78 (0) −20 405,75 (1,4) −21 3,97
15 17 1055,82 (11,0) −372 833,94 (11,0) −232 −221,88
16 19 1298,04 (6,5) −374 1121,07 (6,5) −279 −176,97
17 18 1457,60 (11,0) −147 1239,69 (12,4) −106 −217,91
18 19 562,98 (5,0) −30 858,54 (8,4) −71 295,56
18 20 1949,47 (21,0) −184 2248,80 (33,7) −245 299,33
19 20 1861,02 (11,5) −154 1979,60 (14,9) −174 118,58
20 24 3810,50 (32,5) −807 4228,40 (48,7) −993 417,9
21 22 2755,04 (27,0) −949 −3299,55 (0) +1360 −6054,59 Reversion of air current
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3.1.2. Discussion

Changes in Air Distribution

From analysing the results of calculations of the reversed airflow (Table 2), it can be seen that
the smoke and gases produced by the fire in branch 3–6 (fire outbreak location) were directed mostly
to the shaft 1–3, and then to the surface. The airflow in the branch from node 6 to node 3 amounted
to 1346 m3/min (at a normal airflow in the section from node 3 to node 6 of 2436 m3/min). In shaft
1–3, 1259 m3/min of air was flowing towards node 1. A small amount of smoke (airflow of 86 m3/min)
passed through a number of stoppings in branch 3–5 to node 5. In this node, the air currents were
mixing together: the air from smoke-affected node 3 and that from smoke-free node 4. After the mixing
process, the air flowed into the functional chamber; areas C and D were not under the influence of
smoke. Of course, the direction of flow of air was reversed in the A and B areas.

While comparing the airflow rates in each of the branches before and after reversal, it can be noted
that there is a difference in the values, for instance, in the C and D exploitation areas the differences
reached 20%. An even greater increase of air volume after reversing the ventilation—reaching
80%—was observed in the E area. This was caused by the cooperation of fans W1 and W2. It was also
the result of the diagonal orientation in relation to the closing branch of the branches 10–13–18. These
observations allow us to conclude that in networks structurally similar to the network presented in
the example, the reverse ventilation achieved by means of reversing the fan in one of the shafts may
cause significant changes in the ventilation of mine workings, both in terms of direction and in terms
of the volume of air flowing in each of the workings. Such changes may result in the permitted air
speeds in workings being exceeded, as well as a considerable increase in the difference in aerodynamic
potentials between the initial and final nodes of a longwall (e.g., the E exploitation area—Table 2).

Escape Routes

According to the rules the miners must escape in the same direction as smoke flows. Miners from
A and B sections go to W1 shaft and go to the node 23 where there is no smoke (Figure 2). Miners from
E section go to node 18 and to branch 17–18. This branch is without smoke.

Routes and times for miners from sections A, B and E (adverse location—beginning of the mining
district) are as follows:

• A—through branches 11–21, 21–22, 22–23 – 51 min + 75 min + 1 min = 127 min,
• B—through branches 12–21, 21–22, 22–23 – 48 min + 75 min + 1 min = 124 min,
• E—through branches 13–18 – 36 min.

After reversal smoke will flow to upcast shaft and minimal amount of smoke will flow to a
function chamber, although mining sections will not be under smoke. Miners being in the chamber can
go to the node 17 (clean air from C). Evacuation time is 8 min (only through 14–17).

Lack of smoke in mining sections and short evacuation time could indicate that this known
method is correct. However, as so far methane hazard has not been considered.

Methane

The difference in aerodynamic potentials may result in increased or decreased emissions of
methane to the longwall area and thus an increased/decreased methane hazard level. When reversal
ventilation was turned on the differences were as follows:

• A—increase 166 Pa, change of potential assignment,
• B—increase 299 Pa, change of potential assignment,
• C—decrease 140 Pa, no change of potential assignment,
• D—decrease 95 Pa, no change of potential assignment,
• E—increase 528 Pa, no change of potential assignment.
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Considering methane hazard, a decrease of the potential in C and D is advantageous. It makes
lower methane emissions to excavations. An increase of the potential is computed for A, B and E.
It means increase of methane emissions to the excavations. The worst situation is for E. The potential is
increased threefold. Detailed determination of methane emissions increase in such a situation is almost
impossible [37,38]. The process is very dynamic, there is an influence of baric pressure variations and
usually gobs are not known sufficiently. Although, it can be stated that under reversal ventilation
methane from B and approximately 10% of methane from A will flow to E. As a result amount of
methane in E is 29.8 m3/min, when without reversal it was 15 m3/min. Thus, it is almost 100% increase.
However, it’s temporary [39].

Decreasing the volume of air or even a momentary interruption of the airflow in the workings
in which the ventilation has been reversed (for example, in the A and B exploitation areas—Figure 2,
Table 2), may cause an increased methane concentration in these mine workings, up to values exceeding
the allowable limits permitted by regulations. In some cases, this may lead to production of an
explosive methane and air mixture.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Reversal Ventilation

Decrease of smoke area is advantage. Section A, B and E are not smoked. The miners are safe
there. Smoke flows through branch 1–3 to the surface.

Disadvantages are as follows:

• increase of methane hazard, particularly in section E (according to increase of aerodynamic
potentials),

• change of air direction and amount in excavations. They can not fill the regulations,
• reversal of air direction in sections A and B, at some moment it leads to lack of air movement,
• minimal smoke amount in a function chamber.

For this reason, the application of reverse ventilation in mines with high methane hazards, achieved
by means of reversed operation of the main ventilation fans, is a risky procedure. The decision to refrain
from performing reverse ventilation in mines with methane hazard during a fire outbreak may thus be
substantiated and may be reflected in the firefighting plan of a mine with a high methane hazard.

3.2. Ventilation Network with a Branch Connecting Subnetworks of the Main Ventilation Fans

3.2.1. Description, Aim and the Results

In this example, as compared to example 1, 20–21 branch has been added, located in the used air
zone and connecting the subnetworks of the main fans. A canonical diagram of this network is shown
in Figure 3, while the distribution of air in a normal situation is given in Table 3.
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Table 3. Airflow distribution in mine B in the case of normal ventilation (own work).

Branch
Number

Branch
Nodes

Resistance
(kg/m7)

Airflow Rate Dissipation
(Pa)

Depression
(Pa)(m3/min) (m3/s)

1 22 23 0.000 2368.49 39.4748 0.000 2715.705
2 24 25 0.000 3909.00 65.1501 0.000 2397.300
3 1 3 0.100 3273.38 54.5564 297.640 0.000
4 2 4 0.120 3004.11 50.0685 300.823 0.000
5 3 6 0.400 2303.69 38.3948 589.663 0.000
6 3 5 0.150 969.70 16.1616 39.180 0.000
7 4 5 0.250 719.96 11.9994 35.996 0.000
8 4 9 0.400 2284.15 38.0692 579.705 0.000
9 5 8 0.360 1689.66 28.1609 285.494 0.000

10 6 7 0.220 1001.23 16.6872 61.262 0.000
11 6 11 0.500 1302.45 21.7076 235.609 0.000
12 7 8 0.700 −1295.32 −21.5887 −326.251 0.000
13 7 10 0.025 2296.55 38.2759 36.626 0.000
14 8 14 13.600 394.33 6.5722 587.443 0.000
15 9 15 0.000 1022.74 17.0457 0.000 0.000
16 9 16 0.375 1261.41 21.0235 165.746 0.000
17 10 12 0.250 1224.00 20.4000 104.040 0.000
18 10 13 0.400 1072.55 17.8758 127.818 0.000
19 11 21 0.900 1302.45 21.7076 424.097 0.000
20 12 21 1.100 1224.00 20.4000 457.778 0.000
21 13 18 0.800 1072.55 17.8758 255.637 0.000
22 14 17 0.450 394.33 6.5722 19.437 0.000
23 15 17 1.200 1022.74 17.0457 348.665 0.000
24 16 19 0.800 1261.41 21.0235 353.591 0.000
25 17 18 0.250 1417.07 23.6179 139.451 0.000
26 18 19 0.350 566.68 9.4447 31.221 0.000
27 18 20 0.175 1922.95 32.0491 179.750 0.000
28 19 20 0.160 1828.09 30.4682 148.530 0.000
29 20 24 0.200 3909.00 65.1501 848.906 0.000
30 20 21 0.200 −157.97 −2.6328 −1.386 0.000
31 21 22 0.750 2368.49 39.4748 1168.697 0.000
32 23 999 0.000 2368.49 39.4748 0.000 0.000
33 25 999 0.000 3909.00 65.1501 0.000 0.000
34 900 1 0.000 3273.38 54.5564 0.000 0.000
35 900 2 0.000 3004.11 50.0685 0.000 0.000
36 999 900 0.000 6277.49 104.6249 0.000 0.000

Figure 3. Canonical scheme of mine B (own work).
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Branches containing fans have been marked as bolded, while branches with exploitation areas
and a chamber have been marked in italics. The negative (direction) airflow in branches 7–8 and 20–21
indicate the fact that the actual direction of the airflow in these branches is from node 8 to node 7 and
from node 21 to node 20 as shown in Figure 3.

The aim was the same as for 3.1. However, different method of reversal was applied. By adjusting
the operating points of the main fans and through changes in the settings of the regulation stoppings
located at the mouths of the exploitation areas, the airflow in the 20–21 branch may be reversed while
maintaining identical (as compared to the initial state) amounts of air in the exploitation areas and the
functional chamber. The air distribution depicting such a procedure is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Airflow distribution in mine B in the case of reverse ventilation (own work).

Branch
Number

Branch
Nodes

Resistance
(kg/m7)

Airflow Rate Dissipation
(Pa)

Depression
(Pa)(m3/min) (m3/s)

1 22 23 0.000 2800.00 46.6667 0.000 3185.883
2 24 25 0.000 3477.48 57.9580 0.000 2220.218
3 1 3 0.100 3273.37 54.5562 297.638 0.000
4 2 4 0.120 3004.11 50.0684 300.822 0.000
5 3 6 0.400 2303.68 38.3946 589.659 0.000
6 3 5 0.150 969.69 16.1616 39.179 0.000
7 4 5 0.250 719.96 11.9993 35.996 0.000
8 4 9 0.400 2284.15 38.0692 579.705 0.000
9 5 8 0.360 1689.65 28.1608 285.492 0.000

10 6 7 0.220 1001.23 16.6872 61.262 0.000
11 6 11 0.511 1302.45 21.7075 241.158 0.000
12 7 8 0.700 −1295.32 −21.5887 −326.250 0.000
13 7 10 0.025 2296.55 38.2758 36.626 0.000
14 8 14 13.600 394.33 6.5722 587.446 0.000
15 9 15 0.000 1022.74 17.0457 0.000 0.000
16 9 16 0.375 1261.41 21.0235 165.746 0.000
17 10 12 0.263 1224.00 20.4000 109.588 0.000
18 10 13 0.400 1072.55 17.8758 127.818 0.000
19 11 21 0.900 1302.45 21.7075 424.093 0.000
20 12 21 1.100 1224.00 20.4000 457.776 0.000
21 13 18 0.800 1072.55 17.8758 255.639 0.000
22 14 17 0.450 394.33 6.5722 19.437 0.000
23 15 17 1.200 1022.74 17.0457 348.665 0.000
24 16 19 0.800 1261.41 21.0235 353.591 0.000
25 17 18 0.250 1417.07 23.6178 139.450 0.000
26 18 19 0.350 566.68 9.4446 31.220 0.000
27 18 20 0.175 1922.94 32.0490 179.750 0.000
28 19 20 0.160 1828.09 30.4681 148.529 0.000
29 20 24 0.200 3477.48 57.9580 671.826 0.000
30 20 21 0.200 273.55 4.5592 4.157 0.000
31 21 22 0.750 2800.00 46.6667 1633.334 0.000
32 23 999 0.000 2800.00 46.6667 0.000 0.000
33 25 999 0.000 3477.48 57.9580 0.000 0.000
34 900 1 0.000 3273.37 54.5562 0.000 0.000
35 900 2 0.000 3004.11 50.0684 0.000 0.000
36 999 900 0.000 6277.48 104.6247 0.000 0.000

Comparing the results with the previous example, methane emissions rate to particular mining
sections is constant. Evacuation times are the same as in Table 1. Time of evacuation for added branch
20–21 is 83 min.

3.2.2. Disscussion

In the event of a fire outbreak in branch 3–6 and the reversed operation of fan W1, numerical
calculations not provided herein reveal the occurrence of a situation similar to that obtained in example
1 (a slight inflow of smoke to the functional chamber and considerable changes in terms of the volumes
of air in the exploitation areas, as compared to the normal state).
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Changes in Air Distribution

The presence of the 20–21 branch, which is a diagonal branch with a dependent current connecting
the subnetworks of the main ventilation fans, allows a local reverse ventilation to be achieved.
This reverse ventilation is made possible not only due to the adjustment of the main ventilation
operating points (e.g., by means of changing the direction of rotor rotation and/or changes in the
inclination angle of the main fans’ vanes), but also due to the possibility of different (in terms of
quantity) removal of air from the exploitation areas and chambers to each of the main fans.

In the distribution of air presented in Table 3—normal ventilation, 2368 m3/min of air flows
towards fan W1 and 3909 m3/min flows towards the W2 fan. The total flow of air through the mine
reaches 6277 m3/min.

While comparing the air distributions presented in Tables 3 and 4, it may be noted that the
volumes of air in exploitation areas and the chamber are identical and that the air current was reversed
in branch 20–21 in the reverse ventilation procedure. In the case of normal ventilation airflow rate
was 158 m3/min, direction was from node 21 to node 20. In the case of reversion airflow rate was
274 m3/min (opposite direction). The achievement of reverse distribution was possible by means of
increasing the aerodynamic resistance of branches 6–11 and 10–12, and via adjustment of the main
ventilation fans’ operating point (changes in pressure differences and airflow volume of the W1 and
W2 fans, Tables 3 and 4). It should be added that to achieve such a reverse air distribution in a part of
the network, the reversed operation of the main ventilation fan is not necessary. The adjustment of
the main ventilation fans’ operating points in both the upcast shafts is sufficient. To fulfil the legal
requirements regarding the time to perform the reversal of the ventilation, the automation of regulating
stoppings is necessary to allow quick and remote control of their parameters. Solutions consisting of
the remote control of stoppings are known [40].

Escape Routes

In this case, fire situated in the branch 3–6 (fresh air current) causes smoke in sections A, B and
E. Considering smoke in the branch 20–21 the miners from sections A and B must go to the node 23.
The miners from section E must go to the node 18 (Figure 3). There is no smoke in the nodes 23 and 18.
Escape routes and times are the same as for 3.1:

• from A—127 min,
• from B—124 min,
• from E—36 min.

Reversal ventilation achieved by regulation of working points of W1 and W2 fans and by regulation
of resistance of the stoppings leads to change of air direction in the branch 20–21.

The inflow of clear air from node 20 to node 21 is an advantage resulting from reversing the flow
of air in the 20–21 branch. In the event of a fire in an intake group of air currents (branch 3–6), this
results in shorter escape routes from the A and B exploitation areas and smaller zones under the direct
influence of smoke. Workers present in the E region should be able to reach node 18, to which fresh air
without smoke flows from the 17–18 branch. Escape routes and times are as follows:

• from A—through the branch 11–21—51 min,
• from B—through the branch 12–21—48 min,
• from E—through the branch 13–18—36 min.

The presence of the branch connecting subnetworks of the main fans (such as branch 20–21,
Figure 3) may turn out to be beneficial for yet another reason. If this branch contained a number of
stoppings, then the airflow—and thus the air speed in the branch—would be low (it should, however,
allow for a minimal air speed resulting from the provisions of law). In such case, workers from the
A and B areas would be able to move through the mine workings faster than the smoke flowing in
the branch.
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Methane

In this case, air distribution is partly the same as for normal ventilation (fresh air currents before
entering mining sections and the function chamber). Airflow rates in the sections and in the chamber
are also the same (Tables 3 and 4). Table 5 presents that the differences of the potentials in the sections
are the same, too. They are:

• A—branch 11–21—424 Pa,
• B—branch – 12–21—458 Pa,
• C—branch 15–17—349 Pa,
• D—branch 16–19—354 Pa,
• E—branch 13–18—256 Pa.

Table 5. Aerodynamic potentials in the nodes for reversal and normal venilation (own work).

Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Potential—normal
ventilation (Pa) 0 0 −298 −301 −337 −887 −949 −622 −881 −985 −1123 −1089 −1113

Potential—reversal
ventilation (Pa) 0 0 −298 −301 −337 −887 −949 −622 −881 −985 −1128 −1095 −1113

Node 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Potential—normal
ventilation (Pa) −1210 −881 −1046 −1229 −1369 −1400 −1548 −1547 −2716 0 −2397 0

Potential—reversal
ventilation (Pa) −1210 −881 −1046 −1229 −1369 −1400 −1548 −1553 −3186 0 −2220 0

Thus, it can be pointed out that there will be no additional methane emissions to the sections.
In this case, they are the same for normal as well as for reversal ventilation:

• A—14 m3 CH4/min,
• B—13 m3 CH4/min,
• C—11 m3 CH4/min,
• D—6.5 m3 CH4/min,
• E—15 m3 CH4/min.

It leads to the most important conclusion. The new method (ventilation network with a branch
connecting subnetworks of the main ventilation fans) does not increase methane hazard in the
mining sections.

Advantages and Disadvantages of the New Method

To summarize, the ventilation procedure presented in example 2 consists of an adjustment of the
main ventilation fans’ operating points (without the need for reverse operation of any of the main fans)
and in changes in the resistance of the regulation stoppings at the mouths of the exploitation areas.
As a result, the direction of the used air flow in the branch connecting the subnetworks of the main
ventilation fan is changed, which is necessary for the reduction of the time in which workers are in
the section of the smoke-affected escape route. The described ventilation procedure should thus be
considered a special kind of local reversion.

The application of the ventilation procedure is also beneficial in terms of maintaining a stable
airflow in these areas. The maintenance of an unchanged airflow (in relation to conditions prior to the
procedure) in the exploitation areas is beneficial due to methane hazard prevention. This is because an
unchanged airflow will contribute to the maintenance of the current conditions of methane release to
the longwall areas and thus to maintaining methane concentrations within the limits set out under
provisions of law.

Advantages:
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• shorter time of evacuation from the sections A and B. Time required from E remains the same,
• keeping constant air distribution beyond and in the sections, keeping constant difference of the

potentials in the sections,
• lack of methane hazard increase (according to mentioned above points).
• However, the method requires additional measures (disadvantage). To conduct the ventilation

procedure presented in Example 2, it is necessary to fulfil the following three conditions:
• the presence of a return air current connecting the subnetworks of the main ventilation fans in the

mine ventilation network,
• the ability to adjust the operating points of the main ventilation fans,
• the possibility of smooth and remote change of resistance of regulating stoppings.

4. Conclusions

(1) As so far, reversal ventilation in underground mines where methane hazard is present has been
considered as dangerous. The authors proved that there is a method to perform safe reversal,
keeping methane hazard at an acceptable level. It requires connection between the subnetworks
of the main ventilation fans. The results of numerical computation of air distributions in mine
ventilation networks presented in Examples 1 and 2 confirm the significance of the connection
which is required for performing the kind of reverse ventilation that enables safe egress of workers
due to fire in an intake group air current.

(2) In highly complex networks which do not contain a branch connecting the main ventilation
fan subnetworks (example 1), the reverse operation of a fan may cause considerable changes in
the volumes of air flowing in the exploitation areas. This could lead to permissible air velocity
parameters being breached and an increased methane hazard. The decision not to perform the
reversal in such networks in mines with high methane hazards may thus be substantiated.

(3) In highly complex networks containing branches connecting subnetworks of main ventilation
fans (example 2), the reverse ventilation in part of the network may be conducted by adjustment
of the main fans’ operating points and changing the resistance of regulating stoppings while
maintaining the airflow in the exploitation areas.

(4) The reverse ventilation described in example 2 reduces the time in which workers are present in
the part of the escape route containing smoke and decreases the size of the smoke-affected zone
while maintaining methane safety in the exploitation areas.

(5) To perform the ventilation procedure presented in example 2, the following elements are necessary:
the presence of a branch connecting the subnetworks of the main ventilation fans, the possibility
of smooth and remote adjustment of the fan operating points and of the regulating stoppings.

(6) It is advisable for the devices regulating the airflow and the main ventilation fans to be fully
automated, that is, allowing for remote and smooth changes of their parameters. Applying such
facilities could reduce the time required for reversal.

Given methods, particularly the second one, indicate directions and perspectives for further
research. It would be necessary to solve economical issues of the method. It’s clear that the method
requires change of working point of the fans, thus, the costs will also vary. It would be also interesting
to apply the method for more complex networks, including more than two main fans.
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